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Epub free Canon imagerunner c6800
series color copier service repair
manual (PDF)
this book will give technicians and students all the background information and
practical know how they need to service and repair a full line of personal and
business photocopiers this inexpensive owner s guide to fast easy do it yourself
photocopier maintenance and repair requires no technical experience and is
appropriate for all major photocopier makes and models 160 illus otabind one
might mistakenly think that the long tradition of economic analysis in antitrust law
would mean there is little new to say yet the field is surprisingly dynamic and
changing the specially commissioned chapters in this landmark volume offer a
rigorous analysis of the field s most current and contentious issues focusing on
those areas of antitrust economics that are most in flux leading scholars discuss
topics such as mergers that create unilateral effects or eliminate potential
competition whether market definition is necessary tying bundled discounts and
loyalty discounts a new theory of predatory pricing assessing vertical price fixing
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after leegin proving horizontal agreements after twombly modern analysis of
monopsony power the economics of antitrust enforcement international antitrust
issues antitrust in regulated industries the antitrust patent intersection and
modern methods for measuring antitrust damages students and scholars of law
and economics law practitioners regulators and economists with an interest in
industrial organization and consulting will find this seminal handbook an essential
and informative resource this book presents research into various types of
professional discourse through the prism of the functional linguistics approach
focusing mainly on practical aspects of speech the book discusses various topics
such as structural semantic cognitive and pragmatic characteristics of professional
discourse argumentation strategies humour in professional discourse and word
building processes it also highlights communicative effectiveness methods in
professional discourse offering new ideas and discussing the latest findings the
book is intended for researchers lecturers and professionals in the field covers
receipts and expenditures of appropriations and other funds though the
fundamentals of letter writing have remained the same the way we communicate in
business is constantly evolving with the understanding that consistently
professional correspondence is essential to success in any industry the ama
handbook of business letters offers readers a refresher course in letter writing
basics including focusing the message establishing an appropriate tone and getting
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your readers attention you ll also receive tips that apply to all written forms of
communication on things like salutations subject lines signatures and formatting
jeffrey seglin communications director and professor of harvard university s
graduate and professional school and author edward coleman provide over 370
customizable model letters divided into categories reflecting various aspects of
business such as sales marketing public relations customer service human
resources credit and collection purchasing permissions and confirmations with
helpful appendices listing common mistakes in grammar word usage and
punctuation the latest version of this adaptable book extensively updated with
more than 25 percent new material will assist professionals through every
conceivable business correspondence with confidence now thoroughly updated to
include advances in technology and thinking this comprehensive and easy to
understand resource provides a short review of all the major discussions going on
in the management of the maintenance function this is an excellent resource for
those interested in studying organizations in both formal and informal contexts
choice taking readers through the practical history of ethnography from its
anthropological origins through to its use in a ever widening variety of
organizational academic and business contexts this book covers the whole
research project process starting with research design and dealing with such
practical issues as gaining access note taking project management analysing one s
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data and negotiating an exit strategy it is highly practical and incorporates a range
of case studies illustrating organisational ethnography at work this book is an
invaluable resource for anyone wanting to plan and conduct their own
ethnographic observational or participant observational research in an
organizational context whatever their level of experience and regardless of
whether they are studying a business organization or other types of organization
such as schools and hospitals what works why it works and how to evaluate a
shared services program shared services a form of internal outsourcing enables
corporations to achieve economies of scale by creating a separate entity within the
company to perform specific internal services such as payroll accounts payable
travel and expense processing etc essentials of shared services provides a quick
concise overview of shared services fundamentals bringing senior level executives
up to speed so that they make the right decision bryan bergeron provides a
foundation of shared services from a historical economic technical and customer
perspective showing how shared services can impact a corporation s bottom line
both long and short term he delivers specific recommendations that can be used to
establish and manage a shared services effort and includes a variety of examples of
programs that work and those that do not 新形式toeicに対応 さらに高得点を目指したい人のための3回分模試 本
書は 2014年7月に刊行された スコアが上がる新toeicテスト本番模試600問 を 新形式に合わせて加筆 修正したものです 本書の特長 英米豪加
の4か国ナレーターによる音声ダウンロードサービス 解答には問題文のすべてを再掲 予想スコア換算表付き 改訂箇所 新形式にあわせて問題数を調整 加筆
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新規追加しました ニガテ克服book に新形式問題対策のテクニックおよび 濵﨑潤之輔 rabbit 八島晶による 高得点取得者のニガテ克服法 を新規
収録しました part 7パッセージ音声を特典として無料ダウンロードできるようになりました 電子書籍版をご購入いただいた方は 紙の書籍に付属してい
るcdと同内容の音声ファイルをダウンロードすることができます pcが必要となります また 本書の音声は 旺文社リスニングアプリ 英語の友 でもお聞
きいただけます 電子書籍版では 付録の マークシート は付属しておりません 株式会社旺文社 after 25 years of industry
restructuring regulatory reform and deregulation across many industrial sectors in
many countries it is an appropriate time to take stock of the impacts of these
reforms on consumers producers and overall economic performance this book
contains the latest thinking on these issues by a distinguished international group
of scholars it s a collection of essays for our time that is well worth reading paul l
joskow massachusetts institute of technology us the most exciting development in
the study of regulation in the past quarter century is research on the incentives
that are created by the details of the procedures for creating and enforcing
regulatory rules this book brings together a rich collection of studies that
collectively advance our understanding of the effect of regulatory governance on
the performance of regulated firms with important lessons about how to design
more effective regulatory instruments and processes roger g noll stanford
university us cycles of poorly designed or weakly enforced regulation disappointing
performance and political over reaction are now familiar to students of regulated
industries nourished by recent developments in the economics of incentives
including their transaction costs and property rights dimensions and written by
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renowned experts in the field regulation deregulation reregulation is a must read
for all those interested in the economics and politics of regulation a timely book
the publication of which coincides with the designing of a post subprime regulatory
framework for the financial industry jean tirole toulouse school of economics
france building on oliver williamson s original analysis the contributors introduce
new ideas different perspectives and provide tools for better understanding
changes in the approach to regulation the reform of public utilities and the
complex problems of governance they draw largely upon a transaction cost
approach highlighting the challenges faced by major economic sectors and
identifying critical flaws in prevailing views on regulation deeply rooted in sector
analysis the book conveys a central message of new institutional economics that
theory should be continuously confronted by facts and reformed or revolutionized
accordingly with its emphasis on the institutional embeddedness of regulatory
issues and the problems generated by the benign neglect of institutional factors in
the reform of major public utilities this book will provide a wide ranging audience
with challenging views on the dynamics of regulatory approaches economists
political scientists postgraduate students researchers and policymakers with an
interest in institutional economics and economic organization will find the book to
be a stimulating and enlightening read supply market intelligence a managerial
handbook for building sourcing strategies charts the course to success for
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executives who are seeking to lead their organizations to supply chain maturity
this volume is intended for supply chain executives who struggle with the
challenges of an uncertain supply market environment and whose supply chain
function is constantly buffeted by unexpected changes in customer requirements
and commodity prices the author offers a more effective path describing an
integrated approach to supply chain management based upon solid market
intelligence this path is derived from the authors multiple engagements with
organizations such as suncor energy bank of america shell oil honda of america
general motors boston scientific visteon federal express sonoco duke energy
caterpillar john deere glaxosmithkline and many others he emphasizes that the
elements of a successful plan do not arise from a simple vision instead they require
much hard work and a focused approach backed by solid leadership this book
begins by defining supply market intelligence and discussing opportunities the
establishment of a project team and conducting an internal business intelligence
assessment the book then examines the development of business and market
intelligence supplier evaluations and sourcing strategies it also explores how to
execute a sourcing strategy manage a strategic supplier relationship and redesign
an organization for effective supply chain intelligence and strategic sourcing this
volume offers a benchmarking maturity model tool that covers all facets of end to
end supply chain management ebook operations management theory and practice
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global edition explains how to use your experience and training in office services to
become self employed from your home covers receipts and expenditures of
appropriations and other funds strategic intelligence si has mostly been used in
military settings but its worth goes well beyond that limited role it has become
invaluable for improving any organization s strategic decision making process the
author of strategic intelligence business intelligence competitive intelligence and
knowledge management recognizes synergies amo pepall s industrial organization
contemporary theory and empirical applications 5th edition offers an accessible
text in which topics are organized in a manner that motivates and facilitates
progression from one chapter to the next it serves as a complete but concise
introduction to modern industrial economics the text uniquely uses the tools of
game theory information economics contracting issues and practical examples to
examine multiple facets of industrial organization the fifth edition is more broadly
accessible balancing the tension between making modern industrial analysis
accessible while also presenting the formal abstract modeling that gives the
analysis its power the more overtly mathematical content is presented in the
contemporary industrial organization text aimed at the top tier universities while
this fifth edition will less mathematical aimed at a wider range of four year
colleges and state universities this book describes in much detail both how and
why franchising works it also analyses the economic tensions that contribute to
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conflict in the franchisor frnachisee relationship the treatment includes a great
deal of empirical evidence on franchising its importance in various segments of the
economy the terms of franchise contracts and what we know about how all these
have evolved over time especially in the u s market a good many myths are
dispelled in the process the economic analysis of the franchisor franchisee
relationship begins with the observation that for franchisors franchising is a
contractual alternative to vertical integration subsequently the tensions that arise
between a franchisor and its franchisees who in fact are owners of independent
businesses are examined in turn in particular the authors discuss issues related to
product quality control tying arrangements pricing location and territories
advertising and termination and renewals the vertical functional hierarchy has
been the mainstay of business since the industrial revolution but it has its
problems in fact the vertical design all but guarantees fragmented tasks
overspecialization fiefdoms turf wars the urge to control from the top all the
negatives that foster organizational paralysis in the horizontal organization frank
ostroff provides executives with the first truly viable alternative to the age old
vertical alignment indeed he offers nothing less than the first full view of what the
organization of the future looks like and how it works the concept of horizontal
organization has been hailed in fortune as a model corporation for the next fifty
years and in a business week cover story as the real thing but until now
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management books have offered only piecemeal accounts of what the organization
of the future might look like ostroff a key developer of the concept of the horizontal
organization offers the first workable road map he describes what the horizontal
organization is what it looks like why it is important how it helps improve
performance where it is appropriate and how to develop it the book contains real
case examples that show how major international corporations and one federal
agency have used ostroff s concepts to meet their competitive goals for instance
we see how ford motor company s customer service division turned to the
horizontal organization to meet a highly ambitious goal to get the customer s car
fixed right on time the first time at a competitive price in convenient locations we
see how a horizontal design radically improved the performance of osha the
federal agency that oversees occupational safety transforming it from a
bureaucratic enforcer of regulations to a proactive problem solver in a concerted
effort to improve working conditions and save lives and we see how xerox
combined both vertical and horizontal designs successfully a case that underscores
when a firm can best use the horizontal organization to achieve their goals ostroff
also looks at a general electric plant in north carolina motorola s space and
systems technology group and the home finance division of barclays bank
highlighting how these major corporations have also used the horizontal
organization to radically improve productivity many successful business books
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such as reengineering the corporation and beyond reengineering have given
managers only a piece of the puzzle ostroff gives us the complete picture the
horizontal organization offers the first usable roadmap to the twenty first century
firm it is a book everyone who desires to radically improve the performance of
their organization will want to read
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Professional Photocopier Troubleshooting and Repair 1993 this book will
give technicians and students all the background information and practical know
how they need to service and repair a full line of personal and business
photocopiers
Photocopier Maintenance and Repair Made Easy 1994 this inexpensive owner s
guide to fast easy do it yourself photocopier maintenance and repair requires no
technical experience and is appropriate for all major photocopier makes and
models 160 illus otabind
Research Handbook on the Economics of Antitrust Law 2012 one might mistakenly
think that the long tradition of economic analysis in antitrust law would mean
there is little new to say yet the field is surprisingly dynamic and changing the
specially commissioned chapters in this landmark volume offer a rigorous analysis
of the field s most current and contentious issues focusing on those areas of
antitrust economics that are most in flux leading scholars discuss topics such as
mergers that create unilateral effects or eliminate potential competition whether
market definition is necessary tying bundled discounts and loyalty discounts a new
theory of predatory pricing assessing vertical price fixing after leegin proving
horizontal agreements after twombly modern analysis of monopsony power the
economics of antitrust enforcement international antitrust issues antitrust in
regulated industries the antitrust patent intersection and modern methods for
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measuring antitrust damages students and scholars of law and economics law
practitioners regulators and economists with an interest in industrial organization
and consulting will find this seminal handbook an essential and informative
resource
Report of the Secretary of the Senate 1993 this book presents research into
various types of professional discourse through the prism of the functional
linguistics approach focusing mainly on practical aspects of speech the book
discusses various topics such as structural semantic cognitive and pragmatic
characteristics of professional discourse argumentation strategies humour in
professional discourse and word building processes it also highlights
communicative effectiveness methods in professional discourse offering new ideas
and discussing the latest findings the book is intended for researchers lecturers
and professionals in the field
Functional Approach to Professional Discourse Exploration in Linguistics
2019-08-06 covers receipts and expenditures of appropriations and other funds
Statement of Disbursements of the House 2002 though the fundamentals of
letter writing have remained the same the way we communicate in business is
constantly evolving with the understanding that consistently professional
correspondence is essential to success in any industry the ama handbook of
business letters offers readers a refresher course in letter writing basics including
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focusing the message establishing an appropriate tone and getting your readers
attention you ll also receive tips that apply to all written forms of communication
on things like salutations subject lines signatures and formatting jeffrey seglin
communications director and professor of harvard university s graduate and
professional school and author edward coleman provide over 370 customizable
model letters divided into categories reflecting various aspects of business such as
sales marketing public relations customer service human resources credit and
collection purchasing permissions and confirmations with helpful appendices
listing common mistakes in grammar word usage and punctuation the latest
version of this adaptable book extensively updated with more than 25 percent new
material will assist professionals through every conceivable business
correspondence with confidence
Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and
Related Agencies Appropriations for 2016: Food and Drug Administration;
Farm Credit Administration; Commodity Futures Trading Commission 2015
now thoroughly updated to include advances in technology and thinking this
comprehensive and easy to understand resource provides a short review of all the
major discussions going on in the management of the maintenance function
AMA Handbook of Business Letters 2012-07-15 this is an excellent resource for
those interested in studying organizations in both formal and informal contexts
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choice taking readers through the practical history of ethnography from its
anthropological origins through to its use in a ever widening variety of
organizational academic and business contexts this book covers the whole
research project process starting with research design and dealing with such
practical issues as gaining access note taking project management analysing one s
data and negotiating an exit strategy it is highly practical and incorporates a range
of case studies illustrating organisational ethnography at work this book is an
invaluable resource for anyone wanting to plan and conduct their own
ethnographic observational or participant observational research in an
organizational context whatever their level of experience and regardless of
whether they are studying a business organization or other types of organization
such as schools and hospitals
The Handbook of Maintenance Management 2009 what works why it works and
how to evaluate a shared services program shared services a form of internal
outsourcing enables corporations to achieve economies of scale by creating a
separate entity within the company to perform specific internal services such as
payroll accounts payable travel and expense processing etc essentials of shared
services provides a quick concise overview of shared services fundamentals
bringing senior level executives up to speed so that they make the right decision
bryan bergeron provides a foundation of shared services from a historical
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economic technical and customer perspective showing how shared services can
impact a corporation s bottom line both long and short term he delivers specific
recommendations that can be used to establish and manage a shared services
effort and includes a variety of examples of programs that work and those that do
not
Budget Repair Guide 1993-04 新形式toeicに対応 さらに高得点を目指したい人のための3回分模試 本書は 2014年7月に
刊行された スコアが上がる新toeicテスト本番模試600問 を 新形式に合わせて加筆 修正したものです 本書の特長 英米豪加の4か国ナレーターによ
る音声ダウンロードサービス 解答には問題文のすべてを再掲 予想スコア換算表付き 改訂箇所 新形式にあわせて問題数を調整 加筆 新規追加しました ニガ
テ克服book に新形式問題対策のテクニックおよび 濵﨑潤之輔 rabbit 八島晶による 高得点取得者のニガテ克服法 を新規収録しました part
7パッセージ音声を特典として無料ダウンロードできるようになりました 電子書籍版をご購入いただいた方は 紙の書籍に付属しているcdと同内容の音声
ファイルをダウンロードすることができます pcが必要となります また 本書の音声は 旺文社リスニングアプリ 英語の友 でもお聞きいただけます 電子書
籍版では 付録の マークシート は付属しておりません 株式会社旺文社
Customer Copier Selection Guide 1986 after 25 years of industry restructuring
regulatory reform and deregulation across many industrial sectors in many
countries it is an appropriate time to take stock of the impacts of these reforms on
consumers producers and overall economic performance this book contains the
latest thinking on these issues by a distinguished international group of scholars it
s a collection of essays for our time that is well worth reading paul l joskow
massachusetts institute of technology us the most exciting development in the
study of regulation in the past quarter century is research on the incentives that
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are created by the details of the procedures for creating and enforcing regulatory
rules this book brings together a rich collection of studies that collectively advance
our understanding of the effect of regulatory governance on the performance of
regulated firms with important lessons about how to design more effective
regulatory instruments and processes roger g noll stanford university us cycles of
poorly designed or weakly enforced regulation disappointing performance and
political over reaction are now familiar to students of regulated industries
nourished by recent developments in the economics of incentives including their
transaction costs and property rights dimensions and written by renowned experts
in the field regulation deregulation reregulation is a must read for all those
interested in the economics and politics of regulation a timely book the publication
of which coincides with the designing of a post subprime regulatory framework for
the financial industry jean tirole toulouse school of economics france building on
oliver williamson s original analysis the contributors introduce new ideas different
perspectives and provide tools for better understanding changes in the approach
to regulation the reform of public utilities and the complex problems of governance
they draw largely upon a transaction cost approach highlighting the challenges
faced by major economic sectors and identifying critical flaws in prevailing views
on regulation deeply rooted in sector analysis the book conveys a central message
of new institutional economics that theory should be continuously confronted by
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facts and reformed or revolutionized accordingly with its emphasis on the
institutional embeddedness of regulatory issues and the problems generated by the
benign neglect of institutional factors in the reform of major public utilities this
book will provide a wide ranging audience with challenging views on the dynamics
of regulatory approaches economists political scientists postgraduate students
researchers and policymakers with an interest in institutional economics and
economic organization will find the book to be a stimulating and enlightening read
Federal Register 1993-07-22 supply market intelligence a managerial handbook for
building sourcing strategies charts the course to success for executives who are
seeking to lead their organizations to supply chain maturity this volume is intended
for supply chain executives who struggle with the challenges of an uncertain
supply market environment and whose supply chain function is constantly buffeted
by unexpected changes in customer requirements and commodity prices the
author offers a more effective path describing an integrated approach to supply
chain management based upon solid market intelligence this path is derived from
the authors multiple engagements with organizations such as suncor energy bank
of america shell oil honda of america general motors boston scientific visteon
federal express sonoco duke energy caterpillar john deere glaxosmithkline and
many others he emphasizes that the elements of a successful plan do not arise
from a simple vision instead they require much hard work and a focused approach
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backed by solid leadership this book begins by defining supply market intelligence
and discussing opportunities the establishment of a project team and conducting
an internal business intelligence assessment the book then examines the
development of business and market intelligence supplier evaluations and sourcing
strategies it also explores how to execute a sourcing strategy manage a strategic
supplier relationship and redesign an organization for effective supply chain
intelligence and strategic sourcing this volume offers a benchmarking maturity
model tool that covers all facets of end to end supply chain management
California State Contracts Register 1996 ebook operations management theory
and practice global edition
Organizational Ethnography 2007-11-15 explains how to use your experience and
training in office services to become self employed from your home
Essentials of Shared Services 2002-10-31 covers receipts and expenditures of
appropriations and other funds
スコアが上がるTOEIC L＆Rテスト本番模試600問　改訂版　新形式問題対応（音声ＤＬ付） 2017-07-18 strategic
intelligence si has mostly been used in military settings but its worth goes well
beyond that limited role it has become invaluable for improving any organization s
strategic decision making process the author of strategic intelligence business
intelligence competitive intelligence and knowledge management recognizes
synergies amo
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Departments of State, Justice, and Commerce, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies
Appropriations for 1976 1975 pepall s industrial organization contemporary theory
and empirical applications 5th edition offers an accessible text in which topics are
organized in a manner that motivates and facilitates progression from one chapter
to the next it serves as a complete but concise introduction to modern industrial
economics the text uniquely uses the tools of game theory information economics
contracting issues and practical examples to examine multiple facets of industrial
organization the fifth edition is more broadly accessible balancing the tension
between making modern industrial analysis accessible while also presenting the
formal abstract modeling that gives the analysis its power the more overtly
mathematical content is presented in the contemporary industrial organization text
aimed at the top tier universities while this fifth edition will less mathematical
aimed at a wider range of four year colleges and state universities
Departments of State, Justice, and Commerce, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies
Appropriations for 1976 1975 this book describes in much detail both how and why
franchising works it also analyses the economic tensions that contribute to conflict
in the franchisor frnachisee relationship the treatment includes a great deal of
empirical evidence on franchising its importance in various segments of the
economy the terms of franchise contracts and what we know about how all these
have evolved over time especially in the u s market a good many myths are
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dispelled in the process the economic analysis of the franchisor franchisee
relationship begins with the observation that for franchisors franchising is a
contractual alternative to vertical integration subsequently the tensions that arise
between a franchisor and its franchisees who in fact are owners of independent
businesses are examined in turn in particular the authors discuss issues related to
product quality control tying arrangements pricing location and territories
advertising and termination and renewals
Departments of State, Justice, and Commerce, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies
Appropriations for 1976: Department of Commerce : Domestic and International
Business Administration, Economic Development Administration, General
Administration, Maritime Administration, Regional Action Planning Commission,
Secretary of Commerce, Social and Economic Statistics Administration, U.S. Travel
Service 1975 the vertical functional hierarchy has been the mainstay of business
since the industrial revolution but it has its problems in fact the vertical design all
but guarantees fragmented tasks overspecialization fiefdoms turf wars the urge to
control from the top all the negatives that foster organizational paralysis in the
horizontal organization frank ostroff provides executives with the first truly viable
alternative to the age old vertical alignment indeed he offers nothing less than the
first full view of what the organization of the future looks like and how it works the
concept of horizontal organization has been hailed in fortune as a model
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corporation for the next fifty years and in a business week cover story as the real
thing but until now management books have offered only piecemeal accounts of
what the organization of the future might look like ostroff a key developer of the
concept of the horizontal organization offers the first workable road map he
describes what the horizontal organization is what it looks like why it is important
how it helps improve performance where it is appropriate and how to develop it
the book contains real case examples that show how major international
corporations and one federal agency have used ostroff s concepts to meet their
competitive goals for instance we see how ford motor company s customer service
division turned to the horizontal organization to meet a highly ambitious goal to
get the customer s car fixed right on time the first time at a competitive price in
convenient locations we see how a horizontal design radically improved the
performance of osha the federal agency that oversees occupational safety
transforming it from a bureaucratic enforcer of regulations to a proactive problem
solver in a concerted effort to improve working conditions and save lives and we
see how xerox combined both vertical and horizontal designs successfully a case
that underscores when a firm can best use the horizontal organization to achieve
their goals ostroff also looks at a general electric plant in north carolina motorola s
space and systems technology group and the home finance division of barclays
bank highlighting how these major corporations have also used the horizontal
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organization to radically improve productivity many successful business books
such as reengineering the corporation and beyond reengineering have given
managers only a piece of the puzzle ostroff gives us the complete picture the
horizontal organization offers the first usable roadmap to the twenty first century
firm it is a book everyone who desires to radically improve the performance of
their organization will want to read
Departments of State, Justice, and Commerce, the Judiciary, and Related
Agencies Appropriations for 1976, Hearings Before . . ., 94-1 . . 1975
Regulation, Deregulation, Reregulation 2009
Supply Market Intelligence 2006-01-13
Semiannual Report of the Architect of the Capitol for the Period ...
Pursuant to Section 105(b), Public Law 454, Eighty-eighth Congress 2005
Senate Documents 1930
EBOOK: Operations Management: Theory and Practice: Global Edition 2019-01-11
Statement of Disbursements of the House 1998
Start and Run a Profitable Office Service Business from Your Home 1995
Report of the Clerk of the House from 1995
Strategic Intelligence 2006-03-27
Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 1988
Commerce Business Daily 1998-05
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Resource Management Journal 1990
Resource Management 1987-05
Industrial Organization 2014-01-28
The Economics of Franchising 2005-04-11
Departments of Transportation, and Housing and Urban Development, and Related
Agencies Appropriations for 2013: FY 2013 budget justifications: HUD; U.S. Access
Board; FMC; NRC; USICH; NTSB 2012
Illinois Services Directory 2009
Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2011, Part 7, 2010, 111-2
Hearings 2011
Directory of Services 1980
The Horizontal Organization 1999-02-04
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